S-ION
Anti-microbial Film

WHAT’S VIRUS?
Coronavirus: Like SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome) and MERS (Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome) , those pathogenic organisms that more

influential to animal than human are sometimes formed
as mutants over species that threaten the human.
However, since the vaccine and medicine require long

term and cost until perform the clinical test,

The best way to prevent the infection through

decreasing the diffusion of the virus for
right now.

ANTIMICROBAL ACTIVITY OF COPPER
Bacteria

Cu ion

Copper(Cu)

Essential Nutrient

Copper(Cu)

Bacteria recognize the copper ion on the copper surface as

The absorbed copper ion penetrate the cell membrane, so the

essential nutrients, so bacteria absorb it into the cell.

cell lost the significant nutrients and water.

→ Copper ion infiltrate through the bacteria cell

→ Destruction of cell membrane

ROS(Reactive oxygen species)

Copper(Cu)

Copper ion pull the active oxygen through the
penetrated hole of the cell membrane.
→ Acceleration of cell destruction

Copper(Cu)

Bacteria get serious prevention for respiratory and metabolic
activity, which cause the damage to DNA that lead to complete
extinction.
→Genome and plasmid DNA decomposition
→ Suspension of Cell replication and self-replication ㅇㅇ

ANTIMICROBAL ACTIVITY OF COPPER

“Glycoprotein Spike” is the key role to
penetrate and invade the human cell.

RNA that acting as the core material for replication of virus.
 RNA polymerase facilitates the RNA replication as the
catalysis of it.

Principle of Antiviral effect of Copper
Antimicrobial Cu acts as an
inhibitor of virus RNA replication.

Also, the hand-infected germs
(bacteria) can form great
environment for virus to selfreplicate.
Antimicrobial copper inhibits the
replication of germ that prevent
the viruses to self-repliacate.

ANTIMICROBAL ACTIVITY OF COPPER

Human coronavirus proliferates at least for 5 days on the materials such as plastic, ceramic tile, glass,
and stainless steel.

▲ Human Coronavirus 229E Remains Infectious on Common Touch Surface Materials
(Sarah L. Warnes, Zoë R. Little, C. William Keevil)

ANTIMICROBAL ACTIVITY OF COPPER

However, it is deactivated in the Copper surface within 30 minutes.
Copper completely destruct the body structure and genome of the virus!!

▲ Human Coronavirus 229E Remains Infectious on Common Touch Surface Materials
(Sarah L. Warnes, Zoë R. Little, C. William Keevil)

According to the research, including copper and copper alloy, ‘antimicrobial
copper’ rapidly deactivated the coronavirus within couple minutes when the
coronavirus touched the surface of it.
Copper

Stainless Steel

After the 10 minutes exposition to

After 10 minutes exposition to copper,

After 30 minutes exposition to copper, the

Stainless Steel, the virus is visibly

numerous particles of the virus rapidly

additional damage occurred and the

generated.

decomposed.

decrease of viruses lead to the damage of
the surface of spike.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANTIMICROBAL FILM
Semi-permanent period of use
• The antimicrobial effect is everlasting
• (Please change the product depend on the damage of
the film, such as level of hole, scratch, and abrasion!)

Superior bacteria-extermination effect.
• It constantly exterminates the infectious viruses and
refrains the division and dissemination of the viruses.

Harmless to human
• Antimicrobial material that harmless to human and
environment.

PRODUCT TYPE OF ANTIMICROBAL FILM
Providing an optimal antibacterial solution by applying a special process according to the customer's required characteristics.
In addition, it is possible to provide antibacterial film solutions with PET / PO and various polymer base materials.

PO Type

Anti-microbial Layer
Adhesion

PO Layer
Release agent adhesion Coating
Softness, Low Transparency
Adhesion to desired area

Anti-microbial Layer
Non Adhesion

PO Layer
Softness, Low Transparency
Non-sticky

Application

Elevator button, Strap, Door handle

Provide optimal antimicrobial characteristics
Base Material
Adhesive Coating for
diverse usage

DIVERSE APLICATIONS OF ANTIMICROBAL FILM

Handles of the public traffics

Market-cart handle

Elevator

Common front doors for apartments
and building.

Attach anti-microbial film

Attach anti-microbial film

Card Reader

Protective film of mobile phone

Doorknob of toilet and building

ANTIMICROBAL FILM CERTIFICATION / S.KOREA
※ Explanation of Certification
Antimicrobial effect standard value : 2.0
▶ Value 2.0 = 100 times of bacteria are inhibited compared to nonantibacterial treated samples
<TEST Condition>
Weak
effect

2.0

Strong
effect

Fail ↔ Pass

35℃ / RH 90% / 24hr culture
Strain 1 : Staphylococcus aureus
Strain 2 : Escherichia coli

4.6

6.1

▼ The medium is clean

▼ Proliferation is not

because the growth of

inhibited and growth is

bacteria is suppressed.

free.

Treated culture medium

Non-treated culture medium

ANTIMICROBAL FILM CERTIFICATION / INTERNATIONAL

SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 99.9% COVID KILLER TEST REPORT
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